BOUNTY PROGRAM
100 MILLION IN
BOUNTIES AVAILABLE!
More info: https://tokensale.shping.com/referral-program.html

Why a Bounty Program?
The Shping Bounty Program is our way of ensuring that members of our community who promote the
Shping Token Sale get rewarded for the impact of their efforts. With significant bonuses on offer, we
strongly urge you to get involved.

General Conditions for Participation
1.

Before starting, you must register for the Bounty
Program. Successful applicants will receive a
Welcome Pack with instructions and tools to
participate.

2.

Links to the Shping Token Sale website and use of
unique referral links are encouraged.

3.

Participants must be able to provide evidence of
their participation and adherence to these rules on
request. We advise keeping regular, date-stamped
screenshots to aid with efficient processing.

4.

Participants are expected to represent Shping,
Shping Coin, the Shping Token Sale, and the Shping
community positively during the course of their
campaign.

5.

Participants are expected to be respectful of others
and to avoid spam-like behaviour. The use of bots,
automated or paid means to increase interactions
is also strictly prohibited.

6. Rewards will be tallied and distributed at the
conclusion of the Token Sale (11.59pm March 23rd
CET) and payouts will be distributed
in April 2018.The Bounty Manager’s reward decisions
are final.
7. Participants agree not to plagiarise content and to
seek permission from any cited sources and imagery.
8. Participants must notify Bounty Managers when they
have uploaded their post. This can be done via the
Bitcointalk Bounty forum, through our Promotional
Partner Telegram or by emailing our Bounty Manager.
(These notifications are ineligible for bounty
rewards).
9. By participating, you agree to abide by any of the
above rules and special rules. Failure to do so will
result in ineligibility for bounty rewards.

Please note: USA, China and New Zealand residents are excluded from purchasing Shping Coins during the Shping Token Sale.

Pro Tip

Register to Buy Shping Coins and claim your unique referral link which you
can use in conjunction with the Bounty Program to earn 5% commission in
ETH for every purchase made by your referrals during the Token Sale!
Your referrals will also receive 5% extra Shping Coins on their purchase. It’s
a win-win!
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Bitcointalk Avatar & Signatures Campaign
Bounty Reward
The level of rewards are based on a participant’s Bitcointalk Ranking and Time.

Reward - Single
(Signatures)

Reward - Double
(Signatures AND Avatar)

Junior Member

50 SHPING per week

100 SHPING per week

Member

100 SHPING per week

200 SHPING per week

Full Member

150 SHPING per week

300 SHPING per week

Senior Member

200 SHPING per week

400 SHPING per week

Hero

300 SHPING per week

600 SHPING per week

Legendary

400 SHPING per week

800 SHPING per week

Your Rank
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Bitcointalk Avatar & Signatures Campaign
Special Conditions
(read alongside the General Conditions)
1.

2.

How To Participate

Participants must notify Bounty Managers when 1.
they are starting and when they wish to conclude
their signature/avatar campaigns. This can be
done via our Bitcointalk Bounty forum or by
emailing the bounty manager (check your
2.
confirmation email).
Participants must adopt our avatars and
signatures continuously for a period of no less
than 1 week (7 days) to be eligible. Removing the
signature/avatar during the course of the
campaign without notice will render the
participant ineligible for the bounty.

3.

Participants agree not to use a rival ICO or Token
Sale avatar/signature while running the Shping
Avatar/Signatures campaign.

4.

Removing the signature/avatar during the course
of the campaign without notice will render the
participant ineligible for the bounty.

5.

Participants are expected to post on Bitcointalk
as they ordinarily would, with a minimum of 5
posts a week.

6.

Participants must be Jnr Member or higher
ranked Bitcointalk member to participate. If a
participant's rank changes during the course of
the campaign, the participant will be eligible for
the corresponding reward tier from that point on.

Register for the Community Promotion Bounty
Program and select the BitcoinTalk Avatar and
Signatures campaign and await your
confirmation email.
Notify our Bounty Managers that you are starting
your Avatar and Signatures campaign. This can
be done via the Bitcointalk Bounty forum or via
email (check your welcome emails).

3.

Keep regular evidence of your campaign
participation and submit these at the conclusion
of the Token Sale (end of March 2018).

4.

Ready to begin? Use the code on page 4 and 5 to
add your Signature, and/or click on the Avatar
image on page 5 to save it.
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Bitcointalk Avatar & Signatures Campaign
Add Your Shping Signatures below:
Junior Member:

[b][url=tokensale.shping.com]SHPING TOKEN SALE[/url] - crypto for marketing to shoppers
- [url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2697671]ANN[/url][/b]

Member:

[center][b][url=tokensale.shping.com]SHPING[/url] | | A cryptocurrency for shopper marketing and
rewards[url=tokensale.shping.com]Token Sale[/url] | | [url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?
topic=2697671]Bitcointalk ANN[/url] | | [url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?
topic=2707693]Bounty Program[/url] | | [url=https://t.me/ShpingCommunity]Telegram[/url][/b]
[b]PRESALE: Sold Out | | CROWDSALE: 22 Feb - 23 Mar[/b][/center]

Full Member:

[center][b][url=tokensale.shping.com][color=#D81C5B]S[/color][color=#DC2257]H[/color][color=#E12953]P[/
color][color=#E52F4F] I[/color][color=#EA364B]N[/color][color=#EF3D47]G[/color][/url] | | A
cryptocurrency for shopper marketing and rewards[url=tokensale.shping.com][color=#EF3D47]Token Sale[/
color][/url] | | [url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2697671][col-or=#EF3D47]Bitcointalk
ANN[/color][/url] | | [url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2707693][color=#EF3D47]Bounty
Program[/color][/url] | | [url=https://t.me/ShpingCommunity][color=#EF3D47]Telegram[/color][/url][/b]
[b]PRESALE: Sold Out| | CROWDSALE: 22 Feb - 23 Mar[/b][/center]
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Bitcointalk Avatar & Signatures Campaign
Add Your Shping Signatures below:
Senior Member:

[center]
[table]
[tr]
[td][url=tokensale.shping.com][size=32pt][color=#FBB138]◎ [/color][b][color=#D81C5B]S[/color]
[color=#DC2257]H[/color][col-or=#E12953]P[/color][color=#E52F4F]I[/color][color=#EA364B]N[/color]
[color=#EF3D47]G[/color][/b][color=#FBB138] ◎
[/color][/size][/url][/td]
[td][center][b]A cryptocurrency for shopper marketing and rewards[/b] [b][url=tokensale.shping.com]
[color=#EF3D47]Token Sale[/color][/url] | | [url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?
topic=2697671][col-or=#EF3D47]Bitcointalk ANN[/color][/url] | | [url=https://bitcointalk.org/
index.php?topic=2707693][color=#EF3D47]Bounty Program[/color][/url] | | [url=https://t.me/
ShpingCommunity][color=#EF3D47]Telegram[/color][/url][/b][b]PRESALE: Sold Out | | CROWDSALE: 22
Feb - 23 Mar[/b][/center][/td]
[/tr]
[/table]
[/center]

Hero & Legendary

[center]
[table]
[tr]
[td][size=32pt][url=tokensale.shping.com][glow=#D81C5B,2,300][color=#FBB138] ◎ [/color][/glow][b]
[glow=#D81C5B,2,300][color=#FFFFFF]S[/color][/glow][glow=#DC2257,2,300][color=#FFFFFF]H[/color][/
glow][glow=#E12953,2,300][color=#FFFFFF]P[/color][/glow][glow=#E52F4F,2,300][color=#FFFFFF]I[/
color][/glow][glow=#EA364B,2,300][color=#FFFFFF]N[/color][/glow][glow=#EF3D47,2,300]
[color=#FFFFFF]G[/color][/glow][/b][glow=#EF3D47,2,300][color=#FBB138] ◎ [/color][/glow][/url]
[/size][/td]
[td][center][b]A cryptocurrency for shopper marketing and rewards[/b]
[b][url=tokensale.shping.com][color=#EF3D47]Token Sale[/color][/url] | | [url=https://
bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2697671.0][color=#EF3D47]Bitcointalk ANN[/color][/url] | |
[url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2707693][color=#EF3D47]Bounty Program[/color][/url] |
| [url=https://t.me/ShpingCommunity][color=#EF3D47]Telegram[/color][/url][/b]
[b]PRESALE: Sold Out | | CROWDSALE: 22 Feb - 23 Mar[/b]
[/center][/td]
[/tr]
[/table]
[/center]

Click on the Avatar and save it:

Personal Text
Token Presale: Sold Out / Crowdsale: 22 FEB-23 MAR
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YouTube

Bounty Reward

Example:

Views

Bounty Reward
Receive 10 SHPING for
every YouTube “view”.

Bounty Reward

200 views (minimum)

2,000 SHPING

1,000 views

10,000 SHPING

10,000 views

100,000 SHPING

100,000 views

1,000,000 SHPING

1,000,000 views

10,000,000 SHPING
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YouTube
Special Conditions
1.

2.

How To Participate

Participants must notify Bounty Managers when 1.
they have uploaded their post. This can be done
via our Bitcointalk Bounty forum, through our
2.
Promotional Partner Telegram or by emailing our
Bounty Manager. (These notifications are
ineligible for bounty rewards).
Participants must achieve at least 200 unique
views to be eligible.

3.

Video contributions must be at least 90 seconds
in duration.

4.

Videos must be uploaded to youtube only and
must be publicly searchable.

5.

At a minimum, you must tag your videos with
“cryptocurrency”, “token sale”, and “Shping” - the
better your tags, the better your reach.

6.

Your clip must be original and exclusively
feature the Shping Token Sale. References to
other ICOS or Token Sales will render the clip
ineligible.

7.
8.

You must link to the Shping Token Sale website.
All videos should be of good quality including
clear sound. Poor quality videos are ineligible.

9.

If your video is not in English, a transcript must
also be provided in English.

Pro Tip

3.

Register for the Content Creation Bounty
Program
Create your video! Ask our Bounty Managers if
you need help, via our Bitcointalk Bounty
forum, on our Promotional Partner Telegram
Channel or by emailing the Bounty Manager
(check your confirmation email).
Evidence of your campaign participation must
be retained until the conclusion of the Token
Sale (end of March).

Content Creators may publish their clips, articles and posts about and/
or reference Shping’s Telegram, Bitcointalk, Reddit, Facebook and Twitter
channels to help you gain more views, readers and interactions.
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Blogs, Medium and Steemit Articles

Bounty Reward

Example:

Views

Bounty Reward
Receive 10 SHPING
for every article view.

Bounty Reward

200 article views (minimum)

2,000 SHPING

1,000 article views

10,000 SHPING

10,000 article views

100,000 SHPING

100,000 article views

1,000,000 SHPING

1,000,000 article views

10,000,000 SHPING
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Blogs, Medium and Steemit Articles
Special Conditions
1.

2.

How To Participate

Participants must notify Bounty Managers when 1.
they have uploaded their post. This can be done
via our Bitcointalk Bounty forum, through our
2.
Promotional Partner Telegram or by emailing our
Bounty Manager. (These notifications are
ineligible for bounty rewards).
Participants must achieve at least 200 unique
views to be eligible for a reward. You must be
able to produce irrefutable proof of your article
view numbers on request. Views generated from
RSS readers, Facebook Instant Articles and AMP
will not count.

3.

Articles must be at least 300 words in length and
be publicly searchable.

4.

Your article must be original and exclusively
feature the Shping Token Sale. References to
other ICOS or Token Sales will render the article
ineligible.

5.
6.

Reposts of articles are ineligible.
At a minimum, you must tag your articles with
“cryptocurrency”, “token sale”, and “Shping”- the
better your tags, the better your reach.

7.
8.

You must link to the Shping Token Sale website.
If your article is not in English, a transcript must
also be provided in English.

3.

Register for the Content Creation Bounty
Program
Create your article. Ask our Bounty Managers
if you need help, via our Bitcointalk Bounty
forum, on our Promotional Partner Telegram
Channel or by emailing the Bounty Manager
(check your confirmation email).
Evidence of your campaign participation must
be retained until the conclusion of the Token
Sale (end of March).
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Podcasts

Bounty Reward

Example:

Views

Bounty Reward
Receive 10 SHPING for
every listener to your
podcast episode.

Bounty Reward

200 listeners (minimum)

2,000 SHPING

1,000 listeners

10,000 SHPING

10,000 listeners

100,000 SHPING

100,000 listeners

1,000,000 SHPING

1,000,000 listeners

10,000,000 SHPING
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Podcasts
Special Conditions
1.

2.

How To Participate

Participants must notify Bounty Managers when 1.
they have uploaded their post. This can be done
via our Bitcointalk Bounty forum, through our
2.
Promotional Partner Telegram or by emailing our
Bounty Manager. (These notifications are
ineligible for bounty rewards).
Participants must achieve at least 200 unique
listeners for the podcast episode to be eligible
for a bounty reward. You must be able to
produce irrefutable proof of your listenership
numbers for your podcast piece on request.
Please note, subscriber numbers alone are not
evidence.

3.

The podcast must be at least 3 minutes in
duration and be publicly accessible.

4.

The podcast must exclusively feature the Shping
Token Sale. References to other ICOS or Token
Sales will render the podcast ineligible.

5.

At a minimum, you must tag your articles with
“cryptocurrency”, “token sale”, and “Shping”- the
better your tags, the better your reach!

6.

You must reference and link to the Shping Token
Sale website.

7.

All videos should be of good quality including
clear sound. Poor quality videos are ineligible.

8.

If your podcast is not in English, a transcript
must also be provided in English.

Pro Tip

3.

Register for the Content Creation Bounty
Program.
Create your podcast. Ask our Bounty Managers
if you need help, via the Bitcointalk Bounty
forum, on our Promotional Partner Telegram
Channel or by emailing the Bounty Manager
(check your confirmation email).
Evidence of your campaign participation must
be retained until the conclusion of the Token
Sale (end of March).

Share your videos, articles and podcasts with an original post using your
own social media or forum channels, to help you gain more views, readers
and interactions and to claim other bounties.
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BitcoinTalk and Reddit Posts

Bounty Reward

Example:

Views

Bounty Reward
Receive 10 SHPING for
every interaction e.g
upvotes, responses.

Bounty Reward

5 upvotes/responses

50 SHPING

50 upvotes/responses

500 SHPING

500 upvotes/responses

5,000 SHPING

5000 upvotes/responses

50,000 SHPING
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BitcoinTalk and Reddit Posts
Special Conditions

How To Participate

1.

Participants must notify Bounty Managers when
they have uploaded their post. This can be done
via our Bitcointalk Bounty forum, through our
Promotional Partner Telegram or by emailing
our Bounty Manager. (These notifications are
ineligible for bounty rewards).

1.

Register for the Content Creation Bounty
Program

2.

2.

Participants must achieve at least 5 interactions
e.g upvotes or responses to an original post to
be eligible for a bounty reward.

Create your posts. Ask our Bounty Managers if
you need help, via our Bitcointalk Bounty
forum, on our Promotional Partner Telegram
Channel or by emailing the Bounty Manager
(check your confirmation email).

3.

3.

Posts must be public. Participants must be able
to produce irrefutable proof of these interaction
numbers on request.

Evidence of your campaign participation must
be retained until the conclusion of the Token
Sale (end of March).

4.
5.

Posts must be at least 25 words long.
The post must exclusively discuss and mention
the Shping Token Sale. References to other ICOS
or Token Sales will render the post ineligible.

6.

If your post is not in English, a transcript must
also be provided in English.
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Bounty Reward

Example:

Views

Bounty Reward
Receive 10 SHPING for
every interaction e.g
likes, reactions, retweets,
shares, comments

Bounty Reward

5 interactions

50 SHPING

50 interactions

500 SHPING

500 interactions

5,000 SHPING

5000 interactions

50,000 SHPING
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Special Conditions

How To Participate

1.

Participants must notify Bounty Managers when
they have uploaded their post. This can be done
via our Bitcointalk Bounty forum, through our
Promotional Partner Telegram Channel
or by emailing the Bounty Manager. (These
notifications are ineligible for bounty rewards).

1.

Register for the Content Creation Bounty
Program

2.

2.

Participants must achieve at least 5 interactions
e.g upvotes or responses to an original post to
be eligible for a bounty reward.

Create your posts. Ask our Bounty Managers if
you need help, via our Bitcointalk Bounty
forum on our Promotional Partner Telegram
Channel or by emailing the Bounty Manager
(check your confirmation email).

3.

3.

Posts must be public. You must be able to
produce irrefutable proof of your interaction
numbers for each post on request.

Evidence of your campaign participation must
be retained until the conclusion of the Token
Sale (end of March).

4.
5.

Posts must be at least 15 words in length.
The post must exclusively discuss and mention
the Shping Token Sale. References to other ICOS
or Token Sales will render the post ineligible.

6.

Where possible, including #cryptocurrency
#tokensale #shping and links to the Shping
Token Sale website.

7.

If your post is not in English, a transcript must
also be provided in English.
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Have you got an idea?
Have you got an original idea and the skills to
help the Shping Token Sale story gain widespread
awareness?
We’ve allocated 10 Million Shping Coins for any
original, out-of-the-box creative promotional ideas
that you might have.
We’d love to hear your ideas and to work with you
to discuss your share of the bounty pool if you
succeed!

Please note: 1. USA, China and New Zealand residents are excluded from purchasing Shping Coins during the Shping Token Sale. 2. As this is a
live Bounty Program, the details and terms of participation are subject to change at short notice. 3. We reserve the right to amend or suspend
part or all of this Bounty Program early if our goals are met, or if the Bounty Pool has been exhausted.
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